
BaaS
Backup as a service

► Safety through a reliable copy for recovery. 
► Accessibility from anywhere at any time. 
► Privacy through control over visibility and access. 
► Authenticity by proof that duplicated data is an exact 

replica of the original. 
► Security via protection against malicious cyber threats. 

Provide reliable protection for your data and your business!

Neterra.Cloud offers a next-generation backup solution: You can 
use it for physical servers, virtual machines, regular workstations, 
Office 365 or G Suite workstations, mobile devices, and websites. 

Advantages 

The service includes 
► Ransomware protection
      Avoid downtime by actively protecting files from unauthorized modification and/or encryption. 

► Universal Restore
      Minimize expensive downtime by restoring Windows and Linux systems to dissimilar hardware, including bare-metal 

physical, virtual, or cloud environments.   

►  Automated Bare-Metal Recovery
       Reduce recovery time of critical systems by automating and orchestrating the recovery.  

► Block-Size Deduplication
      Reduce disk storage capacity utilization and network bandwidth with efficient deduplication. 

► Centralized Web Management Console      
      Reduce IT’s workload with web-based management console.   

► Incremental Fast Backups
     After the first backup is complete, backup new or changed things only. 
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Where are your archives kept? 

► Tier III class data center   

► 24/7 access control  

► Live security and video surveillance 

► Uninterruptible power supply and air conditioning 

► Award-winning global connectivity just one cross-connect away 

Your information is stored in Neterra's own data center in Sofia - SDC: 

Levels of protection 

► Proactive protection: Including vulnerability assessment, update of programs and systems, patch  
management and configuration.  

 

► Active protection: Including malware and ransomware protection based on artificial intelligence and 
machine learning, system behavior monitoring and self-protection.  

► Reactive protection:  Guaranteeing fast, automated backup, migration and disaster recovery.

Take your 30-day free trial! 
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